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INTRODUCTORY VERSES 

Well you jiggled & joked, wore your silliest clothes,  

but there wasn't a smile on your face.  

You howled & you hawed, as you tried to guffaw,  

but it seems all attempts were a waste.  

 

No, you can't keep a laugh in your pocket  

Or a giggle card up your sleeve  

But sooner or later it comes to you  

Just you wait and see.  

Well I noticed your mouth, had its corners turned south,  

like you put on your smile upside down.  

You'd look happy instead, if you stood on your head,  

but there's no way you could get around.  

 

What to do with this doldrum dilemma  

This worrisome web you've weaved  

Sooner or later it comes to you  

When you just believe:  

VERSE / REFRAIN 1:  

Happiness is like the wind  

Impossible to hold  

But what you give comes back again  
to brighten up your soul.  
So, when it seems your laughter  
Is somewhere out of sight - remember  
Happiness is like the wind.  

VERSE / REFRAIN 2: 

Happiness is like the wind  

Impossible to see  

But you can tell it's 'round a bout  

inside of you & me  

when hearts are filled with laughter  

and everything is right - I know that  

Happiness is like the wind.  

BRIDGE:  
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If you give - happiness, you'll get - happiness  
It's not in a place or thing  

If you share - happiness, somewhere - happiness  

Will come to you again  

 

Happiness is like the wind  

Impossible to hold  

But what you give comes back again  
to brighten up your soul.  
So, when it seems your laughter  
Is somewhere out of sight - remember  
Happiness is like the wind.  

REFRAIN: 

Happiness is like  

Happiness is like  
Happiness is like - the wind.  

 
 


